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Preamble 
 
Dear Customer, 
 
we're very pleased that our Addon "TS2014 - Scenario Package Berlin-Wittenberg01" got such a 
great echo. So we decided to create a ServicePack which brings a new scenario, a new freight 
wagon type and several enhancements. In this sense, we wish you as much pleasure with this 
addon as we had while creating it. 
 
TrainTeamBerlin  
Berlin, November 2014 
 
 
Installation 
 
You have to execute the file setup.exe to install „TS2014 - Scenario Package Munich-Augsburg - 
ServicePack 1.1“. The automatic install routine is opening. Follow the instructions and install the 
addon in your railworks main folder. This is detected automatically in most cases as well as your 
serial number. After copying the files you finished the installation. 
 
Content 
 
In the following we want to give a short overview about the new content: 
 
- TS2015: the head lights of the engines which were deactivated with the update are flashing again 
- the scenarios "02 noPP", "03 noPP" und "06 noPP" didn't load because some vehicles were used that 
shouldn't be needed in this version. This is fixed now. 
- there were scenario objects in the scenarios 02, 05 and 09 that are not delivered with the steam version of 
"Berlin-Wittenberg". They're exchanged now. 
- eventually occurred graphic problems caused by the container wagons in scenario 09 fixed, 
- Zg2 signal (end of train) is now placed automatically at the container wagons in scenario 09 
- config-tool for updates working on acutual data 
- Scenario 05: Hp0-Trigger added in Jüterbog 
- added new scenario #11 
- added new freigth wagon type "Res" 
- adapted manuals 
- bugfix:double deck coaches are able to couple now 
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Scenarios 
 
 
 
TTB SP2 11: EC174 with alternative route 
 
Vehicle: 101 141 "Azubi" 
Difficulty: middle 
Season / Weather: Summer, cloudy 
Time: 16:50 
Duration: 0:35 hours 
 
 
Today its your job to bring the EuroCity 174 Budapest  Hamburg from Dresden to Berlin central 
station. The main route Dresden - Berlin is closed because of a crossing accident near Dahlewitz. 
Your derouting via Falkenberg-Jüterbog was prepared well so that you are driving to the entry 
signal of Jüterbog at the moment nearly in time. Different to the HUDs you are allowed to pass the 
stations Luckenwalde and Ludwigsfelde with 200km/h. 
 
The commuter train RE5 from Lutherstadt Wittenberg will pass you shortly. Be prepared for red 
signals. The dispatcher promised that you will overtake the RE5 in Luckenwalde. So try to be in 
Berlin in time. A colleague of yours will take the train in Berlin central station and bring it to 
Hamburg.  
 
Jüterbog    16:54 
Luckenwalde    17:01 
Woltersdorf    17:02 
Trebbin    17:06 
Thyrow     17:09 
Ludwigsfelde    17:10 
Birkengrund    17:10 
Großbeeren    17:11 
Teltow     17:12 
Berlin Lichterfelde Ost  17:14 
Berlin Südkreuz  17:19- 17:20 
Berlin Potsdamer Platz  17:23 
Berlin Hbf   17:26- 17:27 

 
 


